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Figure 1.1 shows the results of the
first model.

Upon first seeing these results, I made
an interesting observation: the character-
istics that are traditionally associated with
salespeople, such as aggression and strong
objection handling ability, had the worst
correlation with success.

What was happening here?
In my opinion, the Internet’s rise in

prominence has caused a shift in power from the salesperson to the
buyer. My findings were a statistical representation of that phenome-
non. With this shift in power, buyers will no longer tolerate being
strong-armed into a purchase. They will respond to salespeople who
are helpful, smart, and respectful of their needs.

Figure 1.1 Correlation of Sales Characteristics toHubSpot
Sales Success (Results of the First Regression Analysis).

“Statistics suggest
salespeople who are

intelligent and helpful,
rather than aggressive
and high-pressure, are
most successful with
today’s empowered

buyer.”
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At this point, I must remind you of one of the lessons from
Chapter 1.

The ideal sales hiring formula is different for every company, but the process
to engineer the formula is the same.

The foregoing results represent the sales hiring formula for
HubSpot’s sales context at the time of the analysis. This sales hiring
formula is probably not optimized for your company. In fact, it may
not be ideal for HubSpot’s current stage of evolution. Nonetheless, I
have helped many rising companies hire salespeople over the years,
especially in the technology space, and I suspect these five character-
istics will play an important role in your firm’s sales hiring formula.

Therefore, let me share how I evaluated sales candidates for each
of these key characteristics.

Coachability

Coachability: the ability to absorb and apply coaching.

Figure 2.1 HubSpot Sales Candidate Assessment
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solutions to evaluate. The buyer may pilot one of the solutions. The
buyer may assemble an ROI analysis on the cost and benefits of
purchasing the solution. All of these steps represent possible stages in
the buyer journey.

It is important to start the sales methodology design process with
the buyer journey. Starting with the buyer journey increases the
likelihood that the buyer’s needs will remain front and center during
all aspects of the selling process. It also allows the sales team to take a
step back and reflect on how the buying journey can be accelerated or
streamlined.

An early example of the HubSpot buying journey is outlined in
Figure 5.1.

Once the buyer journey is defined, the sales process can be created.
The sales process supports the customer along his buying journey. For
example, if a potential customer requests more information about the
company’s product, the salesperson should email the relevant informa-
tion to the requestor. In addition, the salesperson should call the
potential customer to find out more about his questions. The exercise
of calling and emailing a potential customer is often referred to as
“prospecting” and is a common stage in the sales process. A portion of

Figure 5.1 An Early Example of the HubSpot Buying
Journey
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each stage of the sales process. Have one session on prospecting,
another on the connect call, another on the discovery call, and so
forth. As the team grows, empower the top salespeople to teach one of
these classes, especially if one is suited to their “superpower.” This
approach is far different from ACME’s ride-along strategy. Unlike
ACME, you’re matching superpowers to specific training topics. You,
as the head of sales, have preapproved the content, but you are
delegating the work to your top salespeople, who will appreciate the
professional development opportunities they are offered.

A sample agenda and course curriculum from the early HubSpot
days is shown in Figure 5.2.

Adding Predictability to the Sales Training Formula

I have another major concern with the traditional “ride-along”
approach to sales training.

A “ride-along” sales training strategy is
neither scalable nor predictable.

What if I had to accelerate sales hiring?
How many new hires could possibly
shadow each top performer? Are these
new hires going to be a distraction to

Figure 5.2 Sample Sales Training Curriculum

“A ‘ride-along’ sales
training strategy is
neither scalable nor
predictable.”
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7, or 10. The sales trainer wouldn’t just say, “Good job here, bad job
here.” There was a quantifiable result that came from the certification
process. In fairness to the trainees, we would share the certification
structure in advance of the exercise so that expectations were clearly
established.

It was critical that the evaluator of the role-play, in this case the sales
trainer, was not the trainee’s hiring manager. Because hiring managers
were accountable for the decisions to hire individual trainees, conflicts of
interest would arise if the hirers were then asked to grade the hires.
Fortunately, the sales trainers didn’t have these biases. The sales trainers’
responsibility was to make sure that the company understood accurately
the performance of each of the new hires coming out of training. By
avoiding any conflicts of interest, hiringmanagerswere strongly incented

Figure 5.3 Sample Discovery Call Certification
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If they’re really good, sales managers will use metrics to properly
diagnose which skill should be prioritized.

Thus, “metrics-driven sales coaching” begins.

Implementing a Coaching Culture throughout
the Organization

In thefirst fewmonths of scaling the sales team fromone to eight people,
implementing ametrics-driven coaching culture was easy. I was the only
leader and I followed my own process. However, as I scaled up to 15+
managers and added additional director- and VP-level layers within the
organization, reinforcing my cultural vision was a far bigger challenge.

I’ve summarized the process I ended up using in Figure 7.1.
On the second afternoon of every month, I would meet with each

of my directors—each of whom oversaw a team of roughly 50
salespeople—to inspect their monthly coaching plans.

As we’d walk through their plans for each salesperson, I’d ask them
three questions:

1. What skill will you work on this month with this salesperson?
2. How did you decide on that skill?

Figure 7.1 Process to Hold the Sales Organization
Accountable to a Metrics-Driven Sales Coaching Culture
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Let’s look at the salesperson represented by the checkered pattern,
listed as the fourth down in the chart. Last month, he worked the
fewest leads. Why might that be? Start by asking him directly, in order
to get his initial thoughts. Then, offer advice based on your perspec-
tive and experience. Here are some possible diagnoses and corre-
sponding coaching plans for this scenario:

1. Overinvestment in unqualified opportunities: Maybe this salesperson
isn’t qualifying opportunities properly at the beginning of the
buyer journey, thus investing lots of demo time on opportunities
that are unlikely to close. This diagnosis would be evidenced by a
large number of discovery calls and demos, coupled with a low
close rate on those demos. A good coaching plan here would be a
daily pipeline review of the salesperson’s newly advanced oppor-
tunities, with a focus on the qualification of each opportunity.

Figure 7.2 Comparing Sales Funnel Activity of Each
Member of a Sales Team in a Given Month
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“Peeling Back the Onion”

An important concept related to metrics-driven sales coaching is what I
call “peeling back the onion.”Aswe review each salesperson’s high-level
funnel metrics and begin to identify the areas of concern for each
salesperson, the first question I ask myself is “How can we use deeper
metrics to peel back theonion andproperly diagnose the skill deficiency?”

The numbers rarely lie.
Figure 7.3 illustrates an example of “peeling back the onion.”

Remember the salesperson represented by the upper left diagonal
pattern who worked lots of leads but struggled with conversion to the
demo stage? Let’s peel back the onion on this leads-worked-to-
demos-booked ratio. Let’s break down the data a bit, and look
separately at the leads-worked-to-connects ratio and the connects-
to-demos-booked ratio. This deeper view will help us to properly

Figure 7.3 Example of “Peeling Back the Onion” on a
Skill Deficiency
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diagnose her skill deficiency. If the leads-worked-to-connects ratio is
low, then she is struggling to get people onto the phone. We need to
dive into her prospecting frequency and personalization. If the con-
nects-to-demos-booked ratio is low, then she is struggling to pique the
prospect’s interest on the connect calls.Weneed to listen to those calls in
order to further diagnose.

“Peeling back the onion” saves us time in isolating individual skill
deficiencies and gives us confidence that we’re working on the right
areas.

Measure the Coaching Success

How do we know if our coaching model is working? We measure it,
of course! Figure 7.4 looks similar to the figures we discussed

Figure 7.4 Comparing Sales Funnel Activity of One
Salesperson across a Number of Months
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plan. Some salespeople want to develop their leadership skills.
Some want to grow their ownership over entrepreneurial aspects
of their job. Some salespeople have no desire to become managers
or change products; they just want to grow as individual contribu-
tors and hone their craft. A common career goal for salespeople
involves the movement from inside sales to outside sales. However,
in the first few years of HubSpot, we did not have any outside
opportunities. We were purposely focused on the large, untapped
SMB market, and felt the best way to reach our future customers
was by focusing exclusively on building an inside sales team. I
needed an alternative solution to provide a career track for our
salespeople.

Most organizations relied on an annual review and traditional 2 to
4 percent increase in salary based on performance. That approach felt
too subjective to me. The performance of a salesperson is so measur-
able; I felt I could come up with something more quantifiable and
more motivating.

I came up with the concept of promotional tiers. Figure 8.1 shows
an example set of these tiers. I have altered these metrics from actual
HubSpot data, but the figure illustrates the point.

Figure 8.1 Example of Salesperson Promotion Tiers
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I like one-third of my social media messages to be about my company
and two-thirds to be about other people.

Long-Tail Theory

There is an important concept that was created over a decade ago by
Christopher Anderson in his book,The Long Tail. The long tail refers to
the fact that,within a given population, a large percentage of overall data
will be represented by the multitude of small data batches scattered
farther down the curve. This concept is important for successful
inbound marketing, especially as it relates to selecting content topics.

Figure 10.1 illustrates the long-tail concept.
Let’s add some context to this chart. Let’s assume the chart is

illustrating various books sold in this year. In this case, the x-axis,
labeled “Products,”would represent the titles of all the books that will
be sold this year. The y-axis, labeled “Popularity,” represents the total
sales for each book. The best seller of the year is listed first and all the
other titles, listed in order of total sales, follow along the x-axis. At the
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Figure 10.1 The Long-Tail Theory
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telecom industry, the company purchases a list of CEOs from the
Fortune 5000 telecom industry. Then, Sales and Marketing go to
work on that list as aggressively as possible with direct mail, email
spam, targeted advertising, and cold calls hoping that 1 percent of the
purchased leads respond to these forms of interruptive, outbound
selling. The leads that indeed respond probably have some form of
“pain”, which triggers the response.

Inbound selling is represented by the graphic on the right. The
inbound graphic is an inverse representation of the outbound graphic.
Most of the leads generated from inbound marketing have a “pain”
that needs to be solved. Why else would they have conducted the
Google search, read the blog article, or downloaded the ebook?
Unfortunately, not all of the inbound leads are a good “fit.” Some
of the leads are perfect prospects, because they are executives from the
Fortune 5000 telecom industry. These are beautiful leads. They
represent the right person at the right company, and they have a
pain that your product can solve. However, some of the leads are not a
good fit. Some of the leads are PhD students from Asia, simply doing
research for their dissertations. These leads will probably never be
buyers of your product.

If some of the inbound leads are not qualified buyers, it does not
mean inbound is failing.The situation simplyneeds to bemanaged in the
right way. Let’s get back to our example from the beginning of this
chapter, in which the marketing team has used inbound tactics to
generate 500 leads permonth. Let’s take an extreme case and assume that
only 10 percent, or 50 of these leads per month, are properly qualified

Figure 11.1 Outbound Sales vs. Inbound Sales
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In many cases, the scoring algorithm is based on an overly
complicated set of factors. For example, if the lead provides an email,
the lead score increases by two points. If the lead views the pricing
page, the lead score increases by seven points. If the lead requests a
demo, the lead score increases by 10 points. The act of downloading
an ebook increases the score by five points. Additional ebook down-
loads are two points each. There are so many permutations that could
get the lead score above 50, or keep the lead score below 50. How do
you know that passing the lead to sales precisely when the lead score
exceeds 50 is the right move in all cases? Depending on how the lead
score is set up, a start-up intern who downloads 20 ebooks on a
Saturday night might get passed to sales, while an important individual
who visits one page and requests a demo (but takes no further action)
might not.

At HubSpot, we tried the lead scoring approach, but ran into the
problems I just described. We evolved to implement an alternative
approach we called the “Buyer Persona/Buyer Journey” matrix, or
buyermatrix for short. Figure 11.2 shows an example of a buyermatrix.

The vertical axis (y-axis) shows the different buyer personas the
company targets. Buyer personas are defined by primarily static

Figure 11.2 Buyer Persona/Buyer Journey Matrix
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passed to the sales team in Q1. By the end of Q3, 3 percent of those
leads had converted to customers, for a total of 45 customers. The
average annual contract size for each of these customers was $700,000.

In the Mid-Market group, 7,000 leads were nurtured to the
Solution Education stage and passed to sales in Q1. By the end of
Q3, 6 percent of those leads had converted to customers, for a total
of 420 customers. The average annual contract size for each of these
customers was $200,000.

In the Small Business group, 11,000 leads were nurtured to the
Problem Selection stage and passed to sales in Q1. By the end of Q3,
20 percent of those leads had converted to customers, for a total of
2,200 customers. The average annual contract size for each of these
customers was $40,000.

With the conversion data in place, we can start to optimize the
stage at which each buyer should be passed to sales. For example,
one conclusion to draw from this data is that the customer conversion
rate on Small Business leads is really high. Perhaps we waited too long

Figure 11.3 Analyzing When to Pass Leads to Sales
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The teams were not as aligned as we had hoped. The Sales team
preferred active free trials. However, the way the SLA was structured,
the marketing team was better off focusing on product collateral
downloads. As precise as our approach to the Marketing SLA was, it
did not account for the fact that different prospect actions reflected
different stages of the buyer journey. The process needed to be refined.

To account for the different qualification levels of leads, we
focused less on the raw number of leads generated and more on
the implied dollar value of leads generated. Here is how we engi-
neered each lead’s implied dollar value:

1. For each buyer state, we calculated the average rate at which these
leads converted to customers.

2. For each segment, we calculated the average purchase price for
each customer generated from these classes of leads.

3. We then multiplied the conversion rate by the average purchase
price. This simple arithmetic exercise yielded the dollar value of
each lead in that Buyer Persona/Buyer Journey segment.

Figure 12.1 illustrates the conversion rates, purchase prices, and
resulting implied lead values for all buyer states established inChapter 11.

Figure 12.1 Foundation for the Marketing SLA
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altered a bit, the end conclusions are similar to the conclusions we
drew from the actual analysis.

In this example, 50,000 sales leads are analyzed. Some of those
leads were called only once (I wasn’t pleased to see this). Some of them
were called 12 times. Obviously, if you call a lead more frequently,
you are more likely to get someone on the phone. However, it costs
you more organizational time to do so. Therefore, what is the right
balance between calling more frequently and managing the time
invested per lead? The y-axis attempts to answer this question. The y-
axis plots the profitability of calling a lead the number of times
denoted on the x-axis. Whichever call attempt volume yields the
highest profitability is the ideal per-lead call volume we are looking
for. In this example, Figure 12.2 illustrates that the optimal number of
times to call a small business lead is five. For mid-market leads, the
optimal number of call attempts is eight. For enterprise companies, the
optimal number of call attempts is twelve.

With this data in hand, I was equipped to guide the team. Holding
up the chart to the team, I exclaimed, “Folks, we calculated the ideal

Figure 12.2 The Foundation of the Sales SLA
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call patterns that will lead to you making the most money at
HubSpot.” [Applause. Salespeople are coin-operated.]

“Folks, we programmed these call patterns into the CRM so you
do not even have to think about them. The CRMwill tell you when
to call each lead next.” [Applause. Sales people prefer to think about the
hard stuff like breaking the ice and building rapport, not when to time their
next call.]

“Folks, we created a daily dashboard so that none of your leads will
slip through the cracks.” [Applause, as long as you have built a data-driven sales
culture from the start. Salespeople like having a mechanism to back themselves up.]

The last point is important. We created a daily report distributed
every evening to both the Sales and Marketing teams, holding both
organizations accountable for the SLAs established. Figure 12.3 shows
the Marketing team’s performance against their SLA.

The diamond line plots the ideal lead value generated from the
first day of a month to the last day of the month. The square line shows
the actual lead value generated each day. The Marketing team tried to
keep the actual lead value as close as possible to the ideal lead value. If
the actual lead value deviated from the ideal lead value in either

Figure 12.3 Daily Reporting of the Marketing SLA
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